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Abstract. We evaluate the short-range asymptotic behavior of the Green function
for a Hamiltonian when its potential energy part has an inverse power singularity
at the origin. The analytically solvable case of sharply screened Coulomb potential
is considered firstly. For this potential the additional logarithmic singular term
has been found in the short-range asymptote of the Green function as in the
case of the pure Coulomb potential. The case of a short-range potential of an
arbitrary form with inverse power singularity is treated on the basis of the integral
Lippmann-Schwinger equation. It is shown that, if the singularity is weaker than
the Coulomb one, the Green function has only standard singularity. For the case
of r−ρ singularity of the potential with 1 ≤ ρ < 2 the additional singularity in
the asymptotic behavior of the Green function appears. In the case of ρ = 1 the
additional logarithmic singularity has the same form as in the case of the pure
Coulomb potential. In the case of 1 < ρ < 2 the additional singularity of the
Green function has the form of the polar singularity r−ρ+1. These results are
applied for extending the zero-range potential formalism on Hamiltonians with
singular potentials.
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.1 Introduction and formulation of the problem

In this paper we concentrate on those attributes of Green’s function G(z) of a
Hamiltonian H , which are needed for evaluating the short-range asymptotic behav-
ior of the Green function in the configuration space. As an operator G(z) is defined
as G(z) = (H − z)−1 for z ∈ C. The Hamiltonian is assumed to have the form

H = −∆+ V (r), (1)

where ∆ stands for the Laplacian over r ∈ R3. While the three-dimensional con-
figuration space is considered, the case of arbitrary dimension d > 1 can be treated
by similar methods.

The potential energy term V (r) is supposed to represent a short-range poten-
tial, i.e. it is a real-valued smooth function for all r ≡ |r| > 0 and it vanishes
asymptotically as V (r) ∝ r−1−δ, δ > 1 1 when r → ∞. More precisely, we assume
that there exists a constant C > 0 such that the inequality

|V (r)| ≤ C(1 + r)−1−δ, δ > 1 (2)

holds for all r except of a small neighborhood of the origin r = 0. The specific con-
cern of the paper is the singular short-range behavior of the potential V (r) ∝ r−ρ,
when r → 0. More precisely, we assume that the potential V (r) in a neighborhood
of the origin r = 0 can be represented as

V (r) = r−ρW (r), (3)

where W (r) is a smooth bounded function with the finite limit

lim
r→0

W (r) = V0. (4)

In what follows this class of potentials will be referred to asV(ρ, δ). For Hermiticity
of H it is sufficient to require ρ < 2 and therefore it will be assumed throughout
the paper that this inequality is fulfilled.

The short-range asymptote of the Green function plays the decisive role in
the zero-range potential formalism [1]. In our recent paper [2] by studying the
Green function we have shown that the zero-range potential has to be modified
from the standard form, if it is constructed for the particles interacting by the
Coulomb potential V C(r) = V0r

−1. This modification is represented in the short-
range behavior of the solution φ of the Schrödinger equation

φ ∼
α

4π
[1/r + V0 log(r)] + β, r → 0 (5)

by the logarithmic singularity that is additional to the standard r−1 one. The
modification appears in fact as the result of the interplay between singularities of the

1This condition for δ can be weakened up to δ > 0. However we will use the stronger condition

δ > 1 since it guaranties the absolute convergence of integrals we deal with in the paper below.
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Coulomb potential and the zero-range potential. Before treating the general case
we will deal with the sharply screened Coulomb potential V C

R (r) = V C(r)θ(R− r),
where R > 0 is a screening radius and θ-function is defined as θ(t) = 1 (0) when
t ≥ 0 (< 0). We consider this particular case of the screened Coulomb potential V C

R ,
which is also analytically solvable [3] as V C, in order to emphasize that only the
short-range behavior of the Coulomb potential is responsible for the effect of that
interplay and therefore the long-range behavior of the tail of the Coulomb potential
does not affect the zero-range potential structure.

One of the approaches for constructing the zero-range potential in the general
case of V ∈ V(ρ, δ) consists in inserting a delta-functional term into the Schrödinger
equation [2]

[

−∆+ V (r)− k2
]

φ(r,k) + λδ(r)β = 0, (6)

where λ is a coupling constant and β is actually a linear functional of φ [1]. Then
the solution of (6) can be given by the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation

φ(r,k) = φ0(r,k)− λ

∫

dr′G+(r, r′, k2)δ(r′)β. (7)

Here by G+(k2) we denote limǫ→0G(k
2 + iǫ) and this notation will be used sys-

tematically throughout the paper. In (7) the function φ0 is the solution to the
equation

[

−∆+ V (r)− k2
]

φ0(r,k) = 0, (8)

obeying the asymptotic boundary condition

φ0(r,k) ∼ exp (ik · r) + Ar−1 exp (ikr) (9)

as r → ∞. The dot-product here and further means the scalar product of vectors
in R

3.
The integration in (7) is performed easily due to the delta-function which yields

φ(r,k) = φ0(r,k)− λG+(r, 0, k2)β. (10)

As will be shown below the limit of φ0 as r → 0 is finite for V ∈ V(ρ, δ) and
therefore the non trivial short-range asymptote of φ is completely determined by
Green’s function term in (10). Hence, from (10) it is seen that the principal features
of the zero-range potential formalism follow from the short-range behavior in r of
the Green function G+(r, 0, k2) as occurs in the case of regular potentials [1]. In
consecutive sections we will evaluate the corresponding asymptote of the Green
function and as the result the zero-range potential will be constructed.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we derive the closed form repre-
sentation for the Green function of the Hamiltonian with sharply screened Coulomb
potential V C

R and infer the asymptote from it. As to the best of our knowledge, this
representation for r, r′ < R has been obtained here for the first time. The section 3
is devoted to studying the general case of potentials from V(ρ, δ). In the section 4
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the asymptotes of the Green function are used for evaluating the short-range be-
havior of the solution of (6) and establishing the zero-range potentials for different
values of ρ. Also in this section the respective pseudo-potentials are constructed.
The section 5 gives concluding remarks.

.2 Green’s function for Screened Coulomb potential

The Green function is defined by the solution to the inhomogeneous equation

[

−∆+ V C

R (r)− k2
]

G+
R(r, r

′, k2) = δ(r − r′). (11)

One of the convenient ways for constructing the Green function for radial potentials
is the use of the partial wave decomposition [4]. The Green function is represented
then as the series in terms of Legendre polynomials Pℓ

G+
R(r, r

′, k2) =
1

4π

∞
∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1)
GRℓ(r, r

′, k2)

rr′
Pℓ(r̂ · r̂′), (12)

where r̂ = rr−1. The partial Green functionGRℓ obviously obeys the one-dimensional
equation

[

−
d2

dr2
+
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)

r2
+ V C

R (r)− k2
]

GRℓ(r, r
′, k2) = δ(r − r′) (13)

with natural boundary condition GRℓ = 0 as r = 0. The radiation boundary
condition as r → ∞ requires the outgoing wave asymptote GRℓ ∝ exp(ikr− iπℓ/2).

The Green function GRℓ can be constructed following the standard procedure
[5]

GRℓ(r, r
′, k2) = −

uℓ(r<)vℓ(r>)

W (uℓ, vℓ)
, (14)

where r> = max{r, r′}, r< = min{r, r′} and W (uℓ, vℓ) means the Wronskian of
solutions to the equation

[

−
d2

dr2
+
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)

r2
+ VR(r)− k2

]

u(r) = 0. (15)

The particular solutions uℓ and vℓ should be defined by boundary conditions uℓ(0) =
0, and vℓ(r) → exp{ikr − iπℓ/2} as r → ∞. The exact representations for both
uℓ and vℓ depend on whether the coordinate r is within or outside the interval
0 < r ≤ R. These representations can be obtained by the matching technique as
in [3]. For uℓ one gets

uℓ(r) = Fl(η, kr), r ≤ R,

uℓ(r) = a1ĵl(kr) + b1n̂l(kr), r > R. (16)
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For vℓ the solution takes the form

vℓ(r) = a2Fℓ(η, kr) + b2Gℓ(η, kr), r ≤ R

vℓ(r) = ĥ+ℓ (kr), r > R. (17)

In these representations the Sommerfeld parameter η is defined by the standard
expression η = V0/(2k). By ĵl, n̂l and ĥ+ℓ we denote the Riccati-Bessel, Riccati-
Neumann and Riccati-Hankel functions which are related to the respective spherical
Bessel functions as for example ĵl(z) = zjl(z). For spherical Bessel functions and
for the regular Fℓ and irregular Gℓ Coulomb functions we use the normalization of
[6]. Coefficients a1, b1, a2 and b2 should be determined in such a way that both
functions uℓ, vℓ and their first derivatives are continuous at r = R. This yields

a1 = −WR(Fℓ, n̂ℓ)/k, b1 = WR(Fℓ, ĵℓ)/k,

a2 = −WR(ĥ
+
ℓ , Gℓ)/k, b2 =WR(ĥ

+
ℓ , Fℓ)/k, (18)

where WR is the Wronskian evaluated at r = R. Now the Wronskian W (uℓ, vℓ)
from (14) can easily be computed and takes the form

W (uℓ, vℓ) = WR(Fl, ĥ
+
ℓ ). (19)

Equations (14) – (19) completely determine the partial Green function GRℓ.
For our needs of evaluating the short-range asymptotic behavior of the Green

function GR, if R is well separated from zero, the region should be considered where
r < R and r′ < R . In this case, by inserting into (14) the quantities calculated
above we finally represent the partial Green function by the sum of two terms

Gℓ(r, r
′, k2) =

1

k
Fℓ(η, kr<)H

+
ℓ (η, kr>) +

χRℓ(k)

k
Fℓ(η, kr)Fℓ(η, kr

′), (20)

where χRℓ(k) is given by

χRℓ(k) = −WR(ĥ
+
ℓ , H

+
ℓ )/WR(ĥ

+
ℓ , Fℓ). (21)

Here the Coulomb outgoing wave H+
ℓ is introduced according to the definition

H+
ℓ = Gℓ + iFℓ.
Now we have all components which are needed for calculating the Green function

G+
R by the formula (12). In view of (20) the representation for G+

R in the region
where r, r′ < R is given by the sum of two terms

G+
R(r, r

′, k2) = GC(r, r
′, k2 + i0) +QR(r, r

′, k2). (22)

The first term is the conventional Coulomb Green function which is calculated by
the partial wave series [4] as

GC(r, r
′, k2 + i0) =

1

4πk

∞
∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1)
Fℓ(η, kr<)H

+
ℓ (η, kr>)

rr′
Pℓ(r̂ · r̂′). (23)
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The second term QR reads

QR(r, r
′, k2) =

1

4πk

∞
∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1)χRℓ(k)
Fℓ(η, kr)Fℓ(η, kr

′)

rr′
Pℓ(r̂ · r̂′). (24)

The last formula can be rewritten in terms of the Coulomb Green functions taken on
the upper and lower rims of the cut along the positive real semi axis of the complex
energy plane. This can be made by using the formula Fℓ = (H+

ℓ − H−

ℓ )/(2i) and
the method of the paper [3]. The result reads

QR(r, r
′) =

1

2i

∫ 1

−1

dζ ZR(ξ, ζ)[GC(r, r
′, ζ, k2 + i0)−GC(r, r

′, ζ, k2 − i0)]. (25)

Here the parameter ξ is defined as ξ = r̂ · r̂′. The kernel ZR is given by the
decomposition in Legendre polynomials

ZR(ξ, ζ) =
∞
∑

ℓ=0

(ℓ+ 1/2)χRℓ(k)Pℓ(ξ)Pℓ(ζ). (26)

As it may be seen from the Hostler representation [7], the Coulomb Green func-
tion GR(r, r

′, z) actually depends on r, r′ and the angle between vectors r and
r′ through the expression r̂ · r̂′. We have reflected this fact in notations in the
integrand of (25) where ζ stands for r̂ · r̂′. The formulae (20-26) are valid only
in that part of configuration space where r, r′ < R. Nevertheless, this representa-
tion of the Green function in that region completely defines the transition operator
TR(z) = VR − VRGR(z)VR . Indeed, with (22) the operator TR takes the form

TR(z) = VR − VRGC(z)VR − VRQR(z)VR. (27)

It is interesting to see what is the consequence of (27) when R → ∞. Evaluating the
right hand side of (21) asymptotically when kR ≫ ℓ(ℓ+1) and kR ≫ ℓ(ℓ+1)+η2 [8]
we come to the expression for χRℓ(k)

χRℓ(k) = iη exp(2iθℓ)/(kR) +O(1/R2), (28)

where θℓ = kR− η log(2kR)− πℓ/2 + σℓ and σℓ = arg Γ(ℓ+ 1+ iη) is the Coulomb
phase shift. From (26) we have for the L2(−1, 1) norm of the kernel ZR

‖ZR‖ = max
ℓ

|χRℓ(k)| = η/(kR) +O(R−2). (29)

Hence, the last term in (27) is negligible when R → ∞ and therefore

TR(z) = VR − VRGC(z)VR +O(R−1). (30)

This can be used for calculating the limit of TR when R → ∞ and it will be done
in another publication.
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In the last part of this section we calculate the asymptote of G+(r, 0, k2) when
r → 0. We start from the second term in (22). Since [8]

Fℓ(η, x) = Cℓ(η)x
ℓ+1

(

1 + ηx/(ℓ+ 1) +O(x2)
)

, (31)

as x→ 0, the leading order behavior of QR reads

QR(r, 0, k
2) = C0(η)χR0(k)F0(η, kr)/(4πr) +O(kr) (32)

as kr → 0. From this it is seen that QR(r, 0, k
2) has the finite limit

lim
r→0

QR(r, 0, k
2) = kC2

0 (η)χR0(k)/(4π), (33)

where C2
0 (η) = 2πη(e2πη − 1)−1. This analysis shows us that the singular behavior

of G+
R(r, 0, k

2) at small r comes exclusively from the first term in (22), i.e. from
the Coulomb Green function, which as r → 0 has the asymptote [2]

GC(r, 0, k
2 + i0) =

1

4π
[1/r + V0 log r] + C(k) +O(r ln r). (34)

Here C(k) is given by

C(k) =
ik

4π
+
V0
4π

[log(−2ik) + ψ (1 + iη) + 2γ0 − 1] , (35)

where γ0 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and ψ(z) is the digamma function [8].
Collecting together the expressions obtained above we arrive at the following

result on the short-range behavior of the Green function G+
R

G+
R(r, 0, k

2) =
1

4π
[1/r + V0 log r] + C(k) +

kC2
0(η)χR0(k)

4π
+O(r ln r). (36)

This completes our study of the Green function for the sharply screened Coulomb
potential. It is apparent that in this case the zero-range potential will be identical
to that of the case of the pure Coulomb potential [2].

.3 Green’s function behavior in the case of V(ρ, δ) class po-

tentials

In this section we study the Green function short-range asymptote for potentials of
the V(ρ, δ) class. The Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation

G+(r, r′, k2) = G+
0 (r, r

′, k2)−

∫

dqG+
0 (r, q, k

2)V (q)G+(q, r′, k2) (37)

with

G+
0 (r, r

′, k2) =
1

4π

exp(ik|r − r′|)

|r − r′|
(38)
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in this case has the unique solution [4, 9] which completely defines the Green func-
tion G+(k2) . For our purpose of evaluating the short-range behavior we set r′ = 0
and iterate (37) one time which results

G+(r, 0, k2) = G+
0 (r, 0, k

2)−

∫

dqG+
0 (r, q, k

2)V (q)G+
0 (q, 0, k

2)

+

∫

dqG+
0 (r, q, k

2)V (q)

∫

dq′G+
0 (q, q

′, k2)V (q′)G+(q′, 0, k2). (39)

Now we consecutively consider the short-range behavior of right hand side terms.
The first term asymptote as r → 0 is obvious

G+
0 (r, 0, k

2) =
1

4πr
+

ik

4π
+O(r). (40)

For evaluating the second term on the right hand side of (39) it is useful to split
the integral into two parts in order to separate the short-range and long-range
contributions of the integrand. Let us consider the integrals

Ij(r) =

∫

Ωj

dqG+
0 (r, q, k

2)V (q)G+
0 (q, 0, k

2) (41)

over domains Ωj ∈ R3 defined as Ω1(2) = {q : q < (>)r0}. The radius r0 can
be chosen as any positive bounded number well separated from zero and will be
specified below.

For the integral I1(r) we can expand the Green function factors of the integrand
by using the Taylor decomposition up to quadratic terms as

G+
0 (r, q, k

2) = 1/(4π|r − q|) + ik/(4π) +O(|r − q|2) (42)

and similar expression holds for G+
0 (q, 0, k

2) with r set to 0. For the potential V (q)
in Ω1 we assume that r0 is chosen such that the formula (3) can be used and the
W (q) factor can be given by its Taylor decomposition

W (q) = V0 + q · ∇W (0) +O(q2). (43)

Then the most singular term of I1(r) as r → 0 will be generated by introducing in
(41) with j = 1 the leading terms of integrand constituents which are defined by
(42) and (43). This will lead us to the integral

Is1(r) = V0/(4π)
2

∫

Ω1

dq |r − q|−1 q−ρ−1. (44)

Since we need to find the short-range behavior of this integral when r → 0 we can
always take r such that r < r0. In this case the evaluation of the integral in (44) is
easy to perform with the help of the formula

1

|q − q′|
=

1

q>

∞
∑

ℓ=0

qℓ<
qℓ>

Pℓ (q̂ · q̂′) , (45)
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where as usual q> = max{q, q′} and q< = min{q, q′}. The results fall naturally into
two cases, i.e. if ρ 6= 1 it reads

Is1(r) =
V0

4π(2− ρ)(ρ− 1)
r−ρ+1 +

V0
4π(1− ρ)

r−ρ+1
0 (46)

and when ρ = 1 the integral Is1 takes the form

Is1(r) = −
V0
4π

log(r) +
V0
4π

[1 + log(r0)]. (47)

From (46) it is seen that if 1 < ρ < 2 then Is1 has the polar singularity r−ρ+1

whereas if ρ < 1 the first term in (46) vanishes as r → 0 and Is1 is regular and has a
finite limit. From this analysis of the integral (44) it becomes clear that taking into
account the less singular terms in the expressions for the integrand of the integral
I1(r) one will obtain non singular contributions as r → 0.

Let us now consider the integral I2(r). For the modulus of I2(r) we can easily
arrive at the inequality

|I2(r)| ≤
1

(4π)2

∫

Ω2

dq
|V (q)|

q |r − q|
. (48)

Let us now suppose that r0 is chosen such that the inequality (2) can be used for
q > r0 then with the help of (45) the right hand side of (48) can be estimated as

∫

Ω2

dq
|V (r)|

q |r − q|
≤ C

∫

∞

r0

dq (1 + q)−1−δ. (49)

Since the last integral converges, the integral I2(r) is uniformly bounded for all r
such that r < r0.

It remains to estimate the last third term in (39). The inner integral over q′

by its structure is quite similar to the integrals considered above if G+
0 (q

′, 0, k2)
replaces G+(q′, 0, k2). In this case the inner integral as the function of q may have
a singularity that is not stronger than q−ρ+1 one. As it has been already shown
such a singularity in the integrand of the outer integral over q will lead to the
nonsingular behavior of the result as the function of r in the vicinity of the point
r = 0. On using the iterative arguments this result can easily be extended on the
case of the actual integrand in the third term of (39) [9]. Thus, the last term in
(39) should have a finite limit as r → 0.

Collecting the results obtained in this section we formulate the final statement
about the short-range behavior of the function G+(r, 0, k2) for the case of 1 < ρ < 2
as

G+(r, 0, k2) =
1

4π

[

1/r + A0/r
ρ−1

]

+B1 + o(1), (50)

for the case of ρ = 1 as

G+(r, 0, k2) =
1

4π
[1/r + V0 log(r)] +B2 + o(1), (51)
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and for the case of ρ < 1 as

G+(r, 0, k2) =
1

4πr
+B3 + o(1). (52)

Here the constant A0 is given by

A0 =
V0

(2− ρ)(1− ρ)

and all finite contributions from respective integrals are denoted by Bj , j = 1, 2, 3.

.4 Application to zero-range potential formalism

The zero-range potential is introduced by implementation of a special singular
boundary condition on the solution of the Schrödinger equation at small inter-
particle distances [1]. This boundary condition can be enforced [2] if the delta
functional term is inserted into equation (6). In this case the solution is repre-
sented by

φ(r,k) = φ0(r,k)− λG+(r, 0, k2)β. (53)

Here φ0 is defined according to (8, 9). Since the asymptotic behavior of Green’s
function has been studied in details in preceding section it remains to estimate the
short range behavior of φ0. It can be done on the basis of the Lippmann-Schwinger
integral equation

φ0(r,k) = exp(ik · r)−

∫

dqG+
0 (r, q, k

2)V (q)φ0(q,k). (54)

It is easy to see that for a potential V ∈ V(ρ, δ) with ρ < 2, δ > 1 any iteration
of (54) is bounded function with a finite limit at r = 0 and so is the solution. For
completeness let us show this for the first iteration which we represent as the sum
of two integrals J1 and J2 defined by

Jj(r) =

∫

Ωj

dqG+
0 (r, q, k

2)V (q) exp(iq · k), j = 1, 2. (55)

As in the previous section, we can obtain the following estimate for the modulus of
J2(r) for all r such that r < r0

|J2(r)| ≤
C

4π

∫

Ω2

dq q−1(1 + q)−1−δ. (56)

The integral on the right hand side of (56) converges. Thus, J2(r) is uniformly
bounded in the neighborhood of the origin. The integral J1(r) can be treated by
similar method which was used in the previous section for the integral I1(r). In
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particular, if the most singular terms in the integrand are kept then the leading
order of the integral J1(r) takes the form

J1(r) ∼
V0

(4π)2

∫

Ω1

dq |r − q|−1q−ρ. (57)

The integral on the right hand side of this formula coincides with the integral from
(44) if there ρ + 1 is replaced by ρ. Then from the analysis made in the previous
section it follows that the integral J1(r) is regular as r → 0. As the result we can
conclude that for the potentials of the class V(ρ, δ) the short-range asymptote of
the wave function φ0(r,k) is regular as r → 0 and therefore φ0(r,k) has a finite
limit at the origin.

The singular behavior of the full solution φ is therefore completely determined
by the singularities of the Green function. Accordingly, we have the three following
cases of wave function asymptotes depending on the value of ρ. If 2 > ρ > 1 the
asymptote is of the form

φ(r,k) =
α1

4π

[

1/r + A0/r
ρ−1

]

+ β1 + o(1). (58)

For the case of ρ = 1 it is given by

φ(r,k) =
α2

4π
[1/r + V0 log(r)] + β2 + o(1), (59)

and for the case of ρ < 1 the asymptote reads

φ(r,k) =
α3

4πr
+ β3 + o(1). (60)

Here the constants are given by following expressions

A0 =
V0

(2− ρ)(1− ρ)
,

αj = −λβj and βj = φ0(0,k)− λBjβj for j = 1, 2, 3. The case of ρ = 1 completely
coincides with the case of the zero-range potential for the Coulomb potential [2].

Alternatively, the zero range potential is defined by the pseudo-potential. Fol-
lowing the procedure described in the paper [2] the form of the pseudo-potential is
calculated from the asymptotic expansions (58-60). For all three cases the pseudo-
potential may be given by the uniform representation

λWj(r) = λδ(r)
d

dωj

ωj (61)

with variables ωj determined by formulae

1/ω1 = r−1 + A0r
−ρ+1, (62)

1/ω2 = r−1 + V0 log(r), (63)

1/ω3 = r−1. (64)
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.5 Conclusion

We have shown that the Green function of a Hamiltonian with a potential pos-
sessing singular behavior O(r−ρ) at small inter-particle distances has an additional
singularity O(r−ρ+1) except for the case of ρ = 1 when the logarithmic singularity
appears. We have considered the class V(ρ, δ) of potentials with ρ < 2 and δ > 1.
This choice of parameters is not exhaustive especially for δ. With little effort the
weaker condition δ > 0 can easily be implemented in the theory by performing more
delicate estimations for integrals I2 and J2 treated as not absolutely convergent. We
have left out such an analysis in order not to make the paper too long.
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